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1 INTRODUCTION
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are commonly supervisory control
systems where a human-on-the-loop (HOL) supervises one or more
autonomous systems, and the embedded autonomy allows the opera-
tors to intermittently attend to the system while they attend to other
tasks. Thus, it is imperative that the design of any security-aware
CPS considers the human factor – i.e., the impact of the interaction
between humans and the system on security guarantees. Yet, there
has been very little work on design of Human-CPS that promotes
human situational awareness for enhanced system performance, par-
ticularly in terms of cyber-physical security and real-time defense
against attacks. One of the main obstacles in rapidly advancing this
line of research is almost a complete lack of available testbeds for
evaluating security-aware interactions between humans and CPS.

We developed RESCHU-SA, an extendable virtual platform that
facilitates studying the impact that HOL has on the security of CPS
with varying levels of autonomy. RESCHU-SA allows users to an-
alyze how the human power of inductive reasoning and ability to
provide context, particularly during an attack, affects the overall
CPS security guarantees. The proposed platform is an extension
of the Research Environment for Supervisory Control of Heteroge-
neous Unmanned Vehicles (RESCHU) simulation environment [2],
previously used in various applications, including studies focused
single- and multi-operator supervision of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) missions (e.g. [1]), as well as interface usability metrics [3].

2 DEMONSTRATION
We illustrate the developed platform on multi-UAV missions super-
vised by a single operator, where some of the UAVs may be compro-
mised. As depicted in Fig. 1, the RESCHU-SA operator interface
consists of a map area capturing information about UAVs (e.g., their
flight plans, targets, threat zones and the expected-time-to-arrival), a
camera-feed display from the selected UAV, and a communication
panel. Through the graphical user interface (GUI), the operator can
supervise a fleet of UAVs on a timed mission where several target
locations should be visited by the UAVs with a set of visual tasks to
be completed by the operator using the UAV camera feed.

According to predefined attack scenarios, some UAVs are attacked
by injecting malicious GPS data into the planner of the correspond-
ing UAVs, as well as the information reported to the user. Due to the
stealthy nature of such attacks, the reported location of an UAV un-
der attack slowly changes over time, limiting the operator’s ability to
detect such attacks from the displayed UAV’s trajectory. To analyze
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Figure 1: RESCHU-SA operator interface (top) and the plat-
form architecture (bottom).

the operator’s situational awareness, we use the UAV’s live video
feed that always reflects the ground truth; thus, an operator might
be able to contribute to detecting such attacks if she can identify
discrepancies between the video feed and the reported location.

Due to the modular platform design, the attack models and UAV
dynamics can be simply extended, and new behaviors can be easily
incorporated by the system designer. The current attack model
allows for configuring adversary behavior, including aggressive
vs. stealthy attacks, timing, target regions, and warnings raised by
intrusion detection systems. Similarly, we use randomized maps
containing regions with various feature richness to enable studying
how feature density influences the operator’s ability to identify an
UAV’s location from the video feed. Unlike the conventional camera
feed that shows sporadic static images of predefined areas on the
map, RESCHU-SA emulates continuous video feeds and supports
a number of features that can increase the video fidelity, including
noise overlay, vehicle vibrations and communication delays.
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